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Richard Pinhas' Album "Iceland" wurde 1979 erstveröffentlicht und ist sein drittes Solowerk, zugleich das erste nach dem Split von Heldon. Dieses Album mutet wie eine lange, nach innen gerichtete Reise an und ist wie
eine Art Gegenentwurf zu den ausladenden Sci-Fi-Welten und des Prog-Bombas von Heldon; auf "Iceland" fin den sich lange, erhabene Stücke neben kurzen, rohen Skizzen. Echogitarren, Rhythmusmaschinen und die
verwaschenen Wärme analoger Synthesizer-Klänge erzeugen eine in ihrem Zusammenspiel eine ganz eigen tümliche, unterkühlte Atmosphäre.
Bureau B freut sich, auch dieses Richard-Pinhas-Album endlich wieder verfügbar machen zu können.
Years ago I sent a friend Metatron/Shaddaï/Chabbataï, one of my favourite ever pieces of music. He replied ‘One marvels at how
much time and care this must’ve taken’. Which is true for all Richard Pinhas’ recordings. Even here, in its absolute starkness - ‘Iceland’ is the perfect description of this music - when you start to focus on the details contained within these juggernauts of atmosphe re, you sense the precision involved with each element, its place in the mix meticulously chosen.
Despite the nature of the sounds, there is nothing cold about Pinhas’ appreciation of the record. Enthusing over aspects of how he
made certain tracks - recording with his first ARP 2600, using ‘white noise as the source!...creating these very special voices’, play ing his original 1957 Black Beauty Les Paul, and how François Auger’s fantastic drumming ‘enlightens Greenland’ with his softness
of touch. For a man often critical of his own work, Pinhas tells me that he ‘loves’ Iceland, that it ranks in the top 5 of his records.
‘Cold music was and still is the goal.’
I must confess I don’t know what to make of this last statement. ‘Cold’ isn’t a word I normally associate with Pinhas’ music. The best
of it, Metatron etc., mesmerizes with transcendent grace, or, as in the case of Washington D.C. from 2014’s phenomenal collaboration with Oren Ambarchi, Tikkun, sweeps you along with the sheer awesomeness - in the truest meaning of the word - of its power.
There are countless other examples. And always, no matter which Pinhas track you’re listening to, at some point you’re usually thinking ‘this sounds so freaking cool!’
But Iceland is precisely ‘cold’. An unflinching look at the bleakness of the landscapes glimpsed. But it is through that refusal to shut
off one’s senses, that their true majesty is revealed. A ghostly homing sound beckons as Iceland 2 begins. Our guide leading us into
the terrain is an uneasy rhythmic pulse, a 4/4 figure stylistically displaced to make it into a 9/8 meter. Momentary beauty at 2:23 as
three fuzzy warmer chords swell up, rising away. To be repeated again later just before those genuinely disturbing otherworldly voices that Pinhas is so proud of - rightfully so, they’re terrifying - creep in. By Iceland 3 we’re somewhat used to the topography, the
tones warmer, or perhaps just familiar, even as the utterances of what now sound like soul-devouring entities grow louder. And they
seem to have wound their way into The Last Kings Of Thule’s pulse as Richard’s almost jazz - though in no way is this jazz - guitar
contorts itself all over it. Closing the record, Greenland is gorgeous, lysergic dreams sweeping you off to sleep at sunrise after a
Long Dark Night Of The Soul. The ghastly voices subdued as they settle back underneath consciousness.
Those noises - in a different form, perhaps now processed by the psyche - resurface on the title track of Stand By, recorded at the
same time as Iceland. Pinhas would work on this, his third solo record, during meal breaks at Heldon sessions in Paris’ Ramses
Studios. However, the bulk of the album was recorded at home and, except for the final track, ‘quite alone’. Fitting, as so much of
Iceland is the sound of isolation.
The whole thing came together very quickly - ‘three weeks maximum’ to record and mix. And that’s working in between making a
whole other album. Which just goes to show what incredible focus this brilliant musician has. ‘The main thing was the composition
process and reproducing the sound I heard in my brain.’
This is incredibly forward thinking music, a blueprint for post-punk hidden out there in the tundra for those who would have the forti tude of soul to find and follow.
And aren’t Indicatif Radio and Short Transition two of the coolest things you’ve ever heard?
- Aug Stone
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1. Iceland (Part 1)
2. Iceland (Part 2)
3. The Last Kings Of Thule (Part 1)
4. Iceland (Part 3)
5. Indicatif Radio
6. The Last Kings Of Thule (Part 2)
7. Short Transition
8. Greenland
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